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Congratulations to our Seniors. We applaud them on the completion  
of their high school years. 

Below is a list of their destinations next year. Again, we offer congratulations  
to the families and to each member of the class, as we recognize their  
achievements as individuals and learners eager to enter this next stage of their lives! 
~ The Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm Community 

Congratulations to the Class of 2016! Top Row (L-R): Molly Lockwood, Theo Tebbutt, Isaac Walker, Sophia Conti

Middle Row: Sha’anan Levy, Lia-Sofia Tropeano, India Evans, 
Lyric Perez, Jessie Brandt, Olivia Ramirez, Renate Lundberg (class advisor)

Bottom Row: Amy Freeman, Emmaline Jones, Hana Stusser, 
Jakob Parsons, Savannah Gallatin, Austin Kamin, Lucas Hickey

Absent from Photo: Cody Hartsook, 
Kevin Simmons (class advisor)

senior graduation
Sun, June 12 • 10am • Circus Tent

Jessie Brandt Whitman College (Gap Year)
Sophia Conti UC Berkeley
India Evans University of Redlands
Amy Freeman Santa Rosa Junior College
Savannah Gallatin Evergreen State University (Gap Year)
Cody Hartsook UC Santa Cruz
Lucas Hickey Evergreen State University (Gap Year)
Emmaline Jones Santa Rosa Junior College
Austin Kamin Whitman College

Sha’anan Levy Santa Rosa Junior College
Molly Lockwood Pitzer College
Jakob Parsons   Santa Rosa Junior College
Lyric Perez Santa Rosa Junior College
Olivia Ramirez Gap Year 
Hana Stusser Seattle University
Theo Tebbutt American University (Gap Year)
Lia-Sofia Tropeano Oregon State University
Isaac Walker Humbolt State University
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Striking white 
tents cover long 
rows of tables 
with white linens, 
overflowing with 
olive branches 

and terra cotta pots full of seasonal, 
organic flowers. Wine barrel tables 
and umbrellas sit in a casual spiral 
around and beneath a stunning century-
old walnut tree. Soulful, acoustic 
Americana live music joyfully fills the 
air, complementing the aroma of wood 
fire oven pizza and impending gourmet 
dinner. One-of-a-kind, handcrafted class 
projects, artwork and auction items 
are displayed near the barns and farm 
animals, under a clear top tent, where 
the beauty of the sky and natural setting 
calls for you to stop and take a moment, 
to look around, to soak it all in. Welcome 
to Farm to Feast 2016.

With the threat of rain and a 
thunderstorm lingering in the air, 
Summerfield’s biodynamic farm needed 
to be transformed. With less than a week 
to switch gears, the responsibility felt 
huge—do we need tents? Will guests be 
soaking wet, dining in the rain? Do we 
just go with it and hope 300 guests show 
up in rain gear? Will guests even come 
in the rain?

However, what started as a scrambling, 
logistical nightmare full of challenges, 
turned into an opportunity for flexibility, 
team work, and a fresh new feel to 
Farm to Feast on its 10th anniversary. It 
started during the morning set-up when 
a flash of rain passed through, getting 
volunteers and auction items wet, while 
cleansing the campus and bringing fresh 
perspective. With huge tents covering 
the entire dining area, musicians and 
auction, the look and feel of the event 
had completely changed. The energy 
of the volunteers and staff in charge 
of the event also changed. We needed 
to make this happen despite a difficult 
year, despite the weather, despite any 
obstacles that might arise. Because, after 
all, we are Summerfield… our spirit 
cannot be broken.

And 300 guests really did show up! 
We could hardly find an empty seat for 
dinner. The guests were gracious and 
supportive, impressed by the change and 
full of gratitude. There was a warmth 
and embracing by the community that 
somehow brought us all closer, reminding 
us that it is worth the effort. That we are 
all in it together, we are family.

Class Two teacher, Cody Smout, gave a 
beautiful, heartfelt introduction that had 
the entire crowd on their feet clapping 
by the end. Our student speakers India 
Evans and Cody Hartsook, along with 
alumnus, Elliot Behling, warmed our 
hearts and brought tears to our eyes with 
their passion and appreciation of their 
education and journey at Summerfield. 
Board President Erika Stuart spoke 
eloquently about the dedication and 
service of long-time board members, 
while former Board President Jeffrey 
Westman called on all of us to give to 
our greatest capacity to the place that 
means the world to all of us. In the 
end, nearly every guest there gave to 
Summerfield in multiple ways. The 
evening ended with fantastic DJ dance 
music by Dimitri Gortinsky, along with a 
dance lesson from Arthur Murray Dance 
Studio—the crowd loved it!

On top of it all… Farm to Feast 2016 
raised $181,000 for Summerfield 
Waldorf School and Farm. Between 
tickets, sponsorships, silent auction, 
online auction, dinner ask, angel tickets, 
buy-in parties and donations from near 
and far—we did it! Thank you for your 
support, your energy, your hard work 
and your love of this school. 

Farm to Feast 2016
By Cyndi Yoxall, Development Director
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THANK YOU  to the dedicated lead volunteer team who worked for many 
months with the Development Office and to all volunteers who helped!

And a special thank you to those chefs, winemakers, and community partners, who 
made the day possible: Chefs Traci Des Jardins, Ari Rosen, Lowell Sheldon, Natale 
Goble, Duskie Estes, John Stewart, Bill Dator and Tom Van Gorden; Claypool Cellars, 
Davis Family Vineyard, Littorai Wines, Martinelli Winery, Old World Winery, Porter-
Bass, Preston Winery, Small Vines Wines, Truett Hurst and VML; Brew Coffee and 
Beer, Taylor Maid Farms, Lagunitas Brewing Company, Revive Drinks and Redwood 
Hill Farms. And thank you Charlotte Smout of Flora Lore Flowers for the spectacular, 
organic, locally grown flowers!)
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be fair, 
the glue 
broke not 
the actual 
structure, 
but it 
was this 
hands-on 
approach 
to 
learning 
that really 
inspired 
and 
motivated me. 
I’ve realized that many of my greatest 
passions have seemed to come out 
of this unique Summerfield way of 
learning, where teachers strive to 
find a balance between encouraging 
outward knowledge and invoking inner 
understanding, as well catering to the 
needs of the individual students. The 
combination of this unique approach 
to teaching, and the truly special 
relationships between our students 
and teachers, has made Summerfield a 
community of education, inspiration, 
transformation and support. 
In my final year here at Summerfield, 
I’ve experienced a sense of increasing 
academic freedom—a freedom which 
has enabled me to better understand my 
interests and my path going forward. 
Even as some of these interests became 
independent of school, I still felt as 
though my teachers were there to help 
and support me. I knew that, despite 
my questions being unrelated to their 
class, I could count on their advice and 
guidance as if we were colleagues. 
I think this is a unique experience to 
Summerfield, and I am ever so grateful 
for this and every other experience I’ve 
had here. Thank you. 

Hello, everyone, thanks for coming. 
My name is Cody Hartsook and I am a 
graduating senior who will be going off 
to attend UC Santa Cruz next year. 
I have been a “Waldorf Kid” essentially 
since day one, but Summerfield 
specifically has been my school, 
community and home for the past 7 
years. It has fostered my intellectual 
and social growth in ways I never 
could have imagined. From learning 
how to create and participate in class 
government, to discovering my genetic 
heritage through DNA testing. 
One of my most vivid and impactful 
memories came during our tenth grade 
physics class. We were given the task to 
build a model bridge out of balsa wood, 
using the concepts of structural force 
vectors we learned through the class. 
I distinctly remember putting hours 
of work into designing and building 
my bridge. I wanted it to be strong 
and beautiful. I remember thinking to 
myself, this is the best school project, 
maybe I should be a structural engineer. 
Yeah, I think so, I’m pretty good at 
this. The day came to test the weight-
bearing ability of the bridges. Some 
bridges held up to 30 pounds; not mine. 
After 15 pounds, my bridge split clean 
in half; I said I was fine, the bridge 
doesn’t mean anything to me, but 
on the inside I had to tell myself that 
maybe I need more schooling before I 
become a structural engineer. Now to 

A Bridge to Learning  
By Cody Hartsook
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Summerfield senior Cody Hartsook 
(Class of 2016) gave this address at 
Farm to Feast on his experiences at 
Summerfield:

A Play in the Woods
The sixth grade play last week was a 
very special undertaking. Ms Pothof’s 
class took up residence in the 
Occidental woods for a field trip in 
which they rehearsed (in a mere three 
days!) and performed a wonderful 
production of Astrid Lindgren’s story 
Ronia, the Robber’s Daughter. This 
book was a class reader in fifth grade, 
and was widely beloved.

Ms Pothof 
translated and 
adapted the 
script herself 
from a Dutch 
stage version and the students had 
read through and learned lines in 
class. When we all arrived in camp, 
it was time to block out the play, 
discovering imaginative staging 
to represent the Robbers’ Fort, the 
chasm of Hell’s Gap, and the forest 
milieu for such characters as Harpies, 
Grey Dwarves, and the endearing 
Rumphobs who popped up from 
the stream bed to utter sayings like 
“Wuffor did un want to do that!” 
(translation: Why did they do that?)

In the spirit of 
‘cobbling’ together 
the play, dedicated 
parents helped 
students work in 
camp on making their own leather 
shoes to complement an incredible 
range of lovingly-prepared costumes, 
with matching outfits for all the 
double- and triple-cast players to help 
audiences keep track of the multiple 
changes. Players and musicians 
handled complex scene transitions to 
keep the story moving swiftly along.

The rehearsal process 
was sometimes 
fraught… the tension 
around how to reduce 
a play that was running 
at 6hrs+ with one day to 
go palpable. Would we 
actually be able to pull it off?

But, in the true tradition of the 
theatre, it all came together in 
the end, with two marvelous and 
much-appreciated performances to 
students and parents last Friday. As 
Ms. Pothof wrote afterwards, “The 
play not only transformed us, and 
the audience, but also the place that 
was our home for the week.”

~ Adam MacKinnon, Editor

Farm Stand
The first large harvest of 2016 has begun. We are now 
making yogurt, and it will be available in the farm stand 
along with a bountiful selection of vegetables all summer 
long. We harvest every morning to refresh the stand—if 
we are sold out of anything, look for one of the farmers, 
and we will be happy to harvest it for you. ~ Farmer Dana
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As the school 
year winds 
down and 
students 
make 
their daily 
pilgrimages 
to their 
farming  

 classes, the 
recent construction has diverted 

them around the Eurythmy Barn past a 
large, scrappy plum tree which has slowly been stripped of its 
plentiful sour plums. Students arrive at classes with their cheeks 
puffed out like chipmonks getting ready for winter. They shake 
the branches relentlessly, take off their shoes and throw them up 
at the fruit hoping to knock some down and, when all else fails, 
they cheer their classmates on while they try to scale the spindly 
branches. They know they have to go out on a limb because that 
is where the fruit is—sort of a graduation metaphor.

While a few second graders were waiting for school to start 
early in the week, a beautiful, graceful, delicate starling flew 
headlong into a classroom skylight, became disoriented, flew 
into the back of one of the children, then on into the classroom 
and crash landed on the windowsill. They rushed out to fetch 
me as I walked by and together we walked slowly to the 
window where the beautiful bird lay in the sun. We were all a 
bit shocked that from soaring through the sky moments earlier, 
now the bird lay still. We ever so gently picked it up and passed 
it from child to child, feeling for a tiny heartbeat. While it was 
still warm, alas, no beating of the heart. There is something 
so heartbreakingly beautiful about witnessing the tenderness, 
innocence, and spontaneous compassion young children radiate 
for the life of animals and, after a few tears, we had a mini-
procession to the farm toolshed for a small shovel, picking fresh 
flowers from the gardens along the way, and lay the bird to rest 
out in the farm fields on a bed of sun-warmed soil covered by 
vibrant flower blossoms.

In the second grade Waldorf curriculum, the children hear the 
story of Saint Francis, renowned for his love of animals, so 
much so that it has been written that he would not light a fire 
on warm nights that might incinerate moths and mosquitos. 
In our age of “Selfies,” in order to head off self absorbtion, 
opportunities to develop and cultivate empathy are most 
welcome and can be effective in addressing teasing and 
bullying. Who knows, maybe the Waldorf movement could 
promote bumper stickers that say Proud Parent of a Kind Kid. 

And for us adults, as we look towards a new school year and 
process the year gone by, perhaps this Prayer of Saint Francis 
can help us find renewed faith in our united purpose of raising 
healthy, happy children together:

Summertime Cometh
By Farmer Dan                              

Lord, make me an instrument of thy peace
Where there is hatred, let me sow love;
Where there is injury, pardon;
Where there is despair, hope;
Where there is darkness, light;
Where there is sadness, joy.

O divine master, grant that I may not so much seek
To be consoled as to console,
To be understood as to understand,
To be loved as to love;
For it is in giving that we receive;
It is in pardoning that we are pardoned;
It is in dying to self that we are born to freedom. 
 —saint francis 

There are only a few classes left now on the farm before 
summer vacation, and it feels like to get everything properly 
weeded and all the irrigation lines run through the newly planted 
flower beds and everything in order for summer farm camp we 
could use two springtimes instead of one. The fourth, fifth, sixth 
and seventh graders were all gone on year-end field trips this 
week, and the eighth graders came out for a special final visit 
to meet the new calf, feed the chickens and gather the chicken 
and duck eggs on a stroll down memory lane. As they excitedly 
crouched down to feed cracked corn to the happy hens, I could 
still see in their handsome young faces that the kindergardeners 
who had visited me not so very long ago were now budding 
adolescents. We picked fresh 
blueberries and strawberries 
to blend into fruit smoothies, 
recited verses from grades 
gone by, and revisited some 
of the many projects we had 
worked on together over the 
years. Some will return as 
ninth graders to Summerfield 
High School, and some will 
move on, but as I reminded 
them, as a class each one will 
always be very dear to my 
heart. Such a journey we have 
shared together.

Thank you all, faithful readers, for your feedback on my 
farmyard musings over yet another rich and eventful school 
year. My closing wish is for you all to have a safe and restful 
summer, to enjoy some gardening and healthy eating as a result, 
and to spend some quality outdoor time with your wonderful 
children. And, of course, I can’t help but close with a final 
dollop of wisdom, this time from the Dalai Lama:

10 Quotes from the Dalai Lama that will make you a better 
person:

1. Nothing is permanent.
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The Freshman Trip     encounters with nature

The ninth grade trip was composed of 
diverse encounters with nature, in service 
to nature, in order to find meaningful 
relationships with nature and each other.

As soon as one leaves home, many 
comforts are gone and the trials begin. The 
biggest trial for the students can be the 
loss of their cell phones. Yet it is amazing 
how present one becomes without the 
distractions. We met each other face to 
face. We challenged ourselves in new 
ways. We changed, we bonded, we 
transformed. This is one of the reasons that 
we go on these trips, not for pleasure, but 
for the transformation.

This year the ninth grade went first to 
Westminster Woods for the Challenge 
Ropes Course. From there we backpacked 
to the Bohemian Preserve where we did 
community service work for Landpaths 
who are the stewards of the preserve. 
We were able to camp on a beautiful 
ridge top for two days, exploring our 
surroundings. Two writings came from 
these explorations (see sidebars).

Our last two days were spent at Slide 
Ranch, an educational farm program 
on the coast of Marin. Our campsite 
overlooked the ocean, where we watched 
the grey whales passing by in pods. 

We farmed, milked goats and explored 
tidepools.

We saw each other in a new light and we 
got closer as a class.Through support and 
interest we are striving to care deeply 
about each other. It is an exciting journey!

~ Ronni Sands, Farming and Gardening 
Teacher, and Co-advisor of Ninth Grade

‘Feather’

I am worked, 
a ground feather in the dirt 
grey, shredded, and still whole.

My humbled form is not lost,  
it is not forgotten, just quiet,  
silent, hidden, resting 
on the forest floor.

I was born on the back of my mother, 
feathered form, young,  
fresh from the skin,  
bursting with color and life, 
I gave my mother flight.

We soared together, 
through miles of clouds and weather,  
dancing between raindrops,  
rising between the stars of my heaven.

And now, I have fallen,  
from the back of my mother 
drifting,  
slowly downward into the dark,  
dark of the earth.

I rot, broken and whole.

My memory is clear and, for this, 
I am content,  
my tattered shell only tells my story.

~ Ben Mew, High School Teacher

‘Support’  

by henry eitel

As I was observing nature around 
us, I started noticing relationships 
in objects that I was very used to 
seeing. I see trees, grass, rocks, 
leaves, and vines on a daily basis. 
What I guess I didn’t notice was how 
similar they can be to humans on a 
simple level. I noticed that, like our 
human nature, some plants grew 
to support and help others. They 
all seemed to be doing something 
directly to help another plant. 
Whether it be trees supporting vines 
or moss, or how we as people grow 
on the backs of others, while in turn 
helping someone or something else; 
all living things possess the power 
to support another living thing.

High Schoolers Off On Adventure! learning about the end-of-year trips 
of the ninth through twelfth grade

2. Smile if you want a smile from another face.
3. Love and compassion are the pillars of world peace.
4. Judge your success by what you had to give up in order to 

achieve it.
5. Once a year go someplace you’ve never been before.
6. You have to start giving first and expect absolutely nothing.
7. Remember that sometimes not getting what you want is a 

wonderful stroke of luck.
8. Kindness is the key to peace and harmony in family life.
9. Spend some time alone every day.
10. The purpose of our lives is to be happy.

Finally, as our seniors graduate, I would like to share a few 
kernels of wisdom from a Summerfield Senior class that I had 
the privilege to chaperone on a Vision Quest a few years ago. 
These are a few reflections they shared with the group after they 
had gone out on a three-day solo by themselves with minimal 
food, a tarp, sleeping bag, and water in the California mountains: 

1. “As I liberate myself from my own fear, others are liberated.” 
2. “My parents want things from me which are impossible for 

me to do.”
3. “ I keep bumping into my parents like rocks in the stream of 

life.” 
4. “Turning my challenges into gifts and opportunities has 

enabled me to become internally optimistic.” 
5. “I found myself somewhere I was not trying to get.” 
6. “I saw my shadow on the bottom of the stream bed before I 

could really see my reflection.” 
7. “There is something you have to say, that parents have to 

hear, so they can forgive themselves.” 
8. “Worrying is a lot of work. Maybe its easier to worry less.”… 

As the Prophet Hosea said, “The wilderness will lead you to a 
place where your heart will speak.” 

Blessings on our Seniors as they graduate, and on all of us as we 
are off on summer vacations.
Warmly, Farmer Dan
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Junior Trip   by javy ramos 
finding resilience

For our eleventh grade class trip, 
we travelled east of Ukiah and 
experienced the captivating views 
of rolling green hills and mountains, 
the fiery sunset, the smooth and 
warm sunrise, the deep blue night 
sky scattered with bright orbs of 
light, and the entrancing moon. 

We learned how to create fire by 
friction using fire kits that students 
had made. We learned the basics 
of primitive living and survival 
skills and we learned about the 
deep connection to nature that the 
Native Americans had with that 
land. We tried to cultivate our own 
relationships with nature in the five 
short days we were on our trip. 

On our third night, we were sent 
out on our own to spend the night 
with ourselves in the presence of 
nature and her beauty. We had only 
the basic necessities to survive, like 
water and a sleeping bag, though 
some students chose to sleep 
without even the warmth and 
comfort of a sleeping bag. 

The experience of sleeping alone 
out in nature proved to be easier 
and more enjoyable than I thought 
it would be. I conquered my fear of 
the dark and also my fear of being 
completely alone. Being alone and 
quiet created a space to explore 
the world through our senses 
and observe ourselves through a 
different lens of perspective. New 
ideas arose and old thoughts were 
brought back to life. 

Throughout the trip, we were 
forced to stay away from our cell 
phones which was harder for some 
than others. Some people found 
it difficult to not be able to tell 
the time or see what other people 
were doing on social media. It was 
hard for the first couple of days, 
and then the stress and longing for 
technology dissipated and were able 
to completely immerse ourselves 
in the sheer and utter beauty of our 
surroundings. It gave us a break 
from all the chaos that phones and 
technology create in our regular lives, 
and we were able to step back, see 
the bigger picture and gain a new 
perspective on our lives.

The Sophomore Trip     the odyssey: backpacking the lost coast

The tenth grade trip typically mirrors the curriculum with a focus on The Odyssey. 
We asked trip guide and alumna Lena Haug (Class of 2009, and daughter of our 
esteemed music and art teacher Isabel Wundsam) to share her reflections on the 
sophomore trip to the Lost Coast.

Our packs on snug and with a wealth of 
unknown land ahead of us, the tenth grade 
class embarked on a backpacking trip 
through the southern half of California’s 
Lost Coast. Early morning fog lifted to a 
clear view of the most turquoise water and 
untouched, lush coastal landscape. Elk lay 
quietly along our trailhead as if to wish 
us well on our Odyssey adventure. It’s 
become a Summerfield tradition for the 
tenth grade class to embark on their own 
journey during the Odyssey block. The 
story comes to the students at a critical 
point of independence in their lives. And 
like the ancient Greek Odysseus, the tests 
often strengthen them. 

For many of the students, this was their 
first experience backpacking. Thanks to 
the organization and preparation by their 
class advisors Fred and Kathinka, most 
of the students, although a little nervous, 
seemed ready for the challenge. The two 
guides, Dana Revallo (SWSF head farmer) 
and myself, accompanied by Kathinka, 
were with the students on this five-day 
trek. For those of you who don’t know the 
Lost Coast, it’s a stretch of coastline north 
of Fort Bragg that is relatively untouched 
due to its rugged terrain. Only the strong-
willed make it over the Lost Coast trail, as 
its steep washed-out trails can make even 
the most experienced packers think twice. 
This is where the tenth graders romped for 
the past week!

No matter where you were in our 
pack train, song was heard and pranks 
flawlessly executed. Never a dull moment 
passed, between intimate conversation, 
silly teasing and grand meal plans 
discussed. As we hiked, our packs 
strengthened our legs. They made us sweat 
and doubt where the mountain might end. 
It’s when we question our strength but 
persist onward that pride is readily earned. 
The students learned about the importance 
of streams and rivers, the abundance of 
food the ocean offered, and the sweet 
wild berries scattering the meadows. They 
worked together, always encouraging and 
assisting in just the right moments. I had 
the privilege to observe true leadership 

shared generously between peers. 

Students rushed at the opportunity to 
dive into the cool sea each evening. We 
explored the sand to discover shells and 
bones and, sitting there all together on 
the edge of the sea, watched the sun slide 
out of view in the distance. The evening 
campfire quickly became a ritual where 
stories were shared and games played deep 
into the night. When the last of us could no 
longer keep our eyes open, we all quietly 
dispersed to our tents for a well-deserved 
sleep. Only when the birds started chirping 
and the smell of morning caught our 
attention were we up, our small traveling 
village making breakfast and packing 
to move on down the trail. Wildflowers 
scattered through every open space. The 
rich flora crowded the already thin line 
of a trail. Nettles and poison oak grew in 
abundance, protecting the area from too-
curious humans. The rumbling sea nearly 
always in earshot reminded us that we are 
right at the edge of this land. 

Five days could have stretched to five 
weeks as far as I was concerned. Nothing 
made me want to leave the rare beauty 
of this place. That, and good company, 
is often hard to find, and we were lucky 
enough to have both. I hope each student 
is proud of themselves and their peers for 
their great Odyssey on the Lost Coast. 

As a last thought, it really must be noted 
that the pounds of salami devoured over 
the past five days would make even a dog 
ill, and that’s really the truth of it all.

~ Lena Haug, alumna and guide for the 
Lost Coast trip
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The Senior Trip    circles of closure

For many in the Twelfth Grade, the Senior Trip marks the culmination of over a 
decade spent together. How does Summerfield find a fitting way to offer suitable 
closure to such a journey and to mark this transition in the students’ lives through 
ceremony?

Obviously, there is graduation itself, a large-scale public event to end the year that 
involves extended family and the greater community. 

On the last day of school, there is the reverse Rose Ceremony, attended by all the 
students of the school and the Senior parents, in which the Seniors receive Rose 
plants from their first grade buddies, mirroring the rose they themselves gave to 
the first graders at the start of their year. 

Earlier in the final week, there is also a lovely Senior Tea out on the Farm, where the 
whole school faculty holds a conversation with the Seniors over afternoon tea to 
hear about and reflect on their experiences. 

But before all these events, amongst their peers within the class itself, the students 
experience another level of closure through the Circles in the Senior Trip, a 
tradition that began over ten years ago.

Curious to learn more about these, The Messenger asked America Worden, former 
counselor at the school, to explain more about the circle work that is at the core 
of this trip. Student Jessie Brandt also contributed her heartfelt account of their 
meaning. Their descriptions give an insight to the care and holding that the faculty 
bring to the end of the Senior Class’ journey together…

Students fundraise and plan the senior 
trip with their class advisors beginning 
in junior year. The trip is one of a series 
of experiences (including the Rose 
Ceremony, Senior Tea and Graduation) 
that their time in Waldorf prepares them 
for socially, emotionally and intellectually 
as they journey out into the world.

I had the unique privilege of facilitating 
the circle work at the center of the senior 
class trip. We held the circles overlooking 
the huge expanse of the Pacific 
Ocean, between breaks for surfing, 
sunning, hanging out and exploring the 
sourrounding towns, shops and parks. 
As we prepared to light the first candle 
and speak Steiner’s words on loyalty, the 
first of several whales lifted their flukes 
and backs out of the water and, on our 
last day a pod of dolphins traveled past, 
jumping and diving. 

We held one circle for each student as 
the tide washed in, crashing against the 

pilons of 
the house 
the class 
stayed in, 
and out 
again, 
exposing a 
thin rocky 
beach with 

small orange star fish and pearlescent 
anemones.  

The purpose of the circles are to have each 
student’s true being reflected back to them 
by their classmates (of sometimes thirteen 
years!). Students are asked to consider 
the times when they have glimpsed the 
true nature of their friends and share 
their heartfelt impressions along with 
wishes that they have for their comrade’s 
continued growth. Each student receives 
their peers’ reflections and wishes without 
responding, just listening as the picture of 
their place in the lives and hearts of their 
classmates takes on the dimensionality of 
each other’s perspective. 

I had high hopes that this process would be 
deeply meaningful, but I was truly awed by 
the care and insight that the seniors brought 
to each other. As we went around the circle 
and each person added their voice, both the 
speaker and the receiver were reflected for 
a moment in the exchange. 

I sat in one circle after another, often 
moved to tears or laughter (or both at 
the same time), feeling so profoundly 
grateful to witness the courage and love 
each student brought. Writing about it 
now actually feels a little empty: there 
really isn’t a way to describe what the 
seniors made possible for each other. 

I am left instead with many glittering 
impressions of what human beings can 
be and offer for each other. Steiner says 
in his thoughts on loyalty that it is a 
struggle, and perhaps this is why we so 
often don’t enter into our day-to-day 
relationships with the intention to uphold 
the truth in each person. But what is 
possible when we do is transformative, 
and I feel so very grateful to have been 
able to witness each member of our class 
of 2016 and their advisors, Kevin and 
Renate, in this way.

~ America Worden, MFT., alumna & 
former LS/HS Counselor

Beginning to Say 
Goodbye 
by jessie brandt

Our senior trip was filled with 
meaningful days together. Joyous 
time was spent in the waves of the 
ocean, exploring the Getty Museum, 
and prepping and eating meals. 

Many hours of the days were spent in 
intensive, beautiful circles focusing 
on each classmate. It is a rare and 
overwhelming experience to just sit 
and listen while a group who truly 
knows you speaks genuinely of their 
appreciation for your qualities, the 
impact you’ve had on their life, and 
their wishes for your future. 

It was raw, real, and a time to begin 
saying goodbye to companions and 
to this time of our lives. Many of us 
were brought to cathartic tears and 
laughter and a feeling of being truly 
alive together. 

A precious moment occurred just 
as we began our first circle. Three 
whales, right off our beach house 
deck, surfaced several times in their 
purposeful and magnificent way as 
the class looked on in awe.

whale by benjamin sarner (2014, fourth grade)

candle centerpiece for the circles
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Thank you, Summerfield!
I am writing 
to express my 
thanks for 
Summerfield’s 
amazing 
scholarship 
program that 
enabled my 
son, Matthew Long, to complete his 
full Waldorf education. 

Matthew got into some very good 
colleges after HS, but financial 
constraints meant he took a gap year 
to work instead. Then he attended 
Napa Valley College, hoping not 
only to transfer to UC Berkeley, but 
also to leave NVC a better place. He 
was a straight ‘A’ student during 
his two years there. In addition, 
he was Senator of Environmental 
Sustainability, setting up a cafeteria 
compost program and bringing 
Earth Day to the campus for the first 
time. He also joined the Garden Club 
and the Business Clubs, was a peer 
tutor in English, and was honored by 
the Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society. 
Nearly all the while, he was working 
an outside job too.  

After lots of perseverance, he’s now 
a Junior at Berkeley and continues 
to have straight ‘A’s (yes, he studies 
a lot!).  He is also part of a consulting 
organization (BEACN) for green 
businesses and is the philanthropy 
chair for a social fraternity. He is 
majoring in Interdisciplinary Studies 
with the intention to quantify what 
conventional businesses write 
off as “externalities.” At both NVC 
and UC Berkeley, his professors 
have commended him on his 
steadfastness, clarity of thought, 
integrity, creativity, and the quality 
of his work, bringing new viewpoints 
and fresh ideas to the table. 

This has all been possible because 
of his wonderful Waldorf education. 
Summerfield, you are amazing! 
The quality and soulfulness of 
the holistic education Matthew 
received at Summerfield is bearing 
fruit. No words can possibly convey 
my deep gratitude. Thank you from 
the bottom of my heart.

Sincerely,  
Jeannette Long,  
Parent of Matthew, Class of 2012

The journey to 
bring our girls 
to this school 
started when our 
oldest was in 
fourth grade—she 
wanted to come 
to Summerfield 
while attending 
another Waldorf 
school. Listening 
to her interest I 
thought it might 
be helpful  to 
come to the 
High School 
Senior (then-called) Thesis nights. I 
remember being impressed that no 
matter the length or subject matter 
of their presentation, the students 
demonstrated comfort in themselves 
and an ease in answering the 
audience’s questions. 

I also attended some of the graduations 
out on the lawn of the school and 
listened as the graduates gave a picture 
of their educational experience. 
Hearing them speak so freely about 
their time here made the realization of 
having our three girls here more real. 

We traveled an hour to and an hour 
from the school each day for ten years. 
Our girls grew up here. They grew to 
know and trust themselves. Here they 
began their adult life in the comfort of 
teachers who cared about them. They 
were given the freedom to make safe 
and conscientious decisions, knowing 
these choices would affect their lives. 

Our youngest is now a Senior here 
and, this week, will say goodbye 
to the community. Although it’s a 
community that is not easy to leave, 
she has the voices of the teachers that 
she will carry inside her. I know that 
she leaves here just as determined to 
navigate her future as her sisters were 
before her. It is with love and caring 
that we will remember our time spent 
here at Summerfield School and Farm.

A Senior Parent Reflects on Their Journey 
By Linda Tropeano, Twelfth Grade Parent

the senior class back in seventh grade with teacher mr. allen

SENIOR GRADUATION
The Twelfth Grade graduation 
will be held in the Circus Tent on 
Sunday, June 12 at 10am. The 
keynote speaker will be America 
Worden. The graduates will each 
speak, and perform together in 
song. Refreshments will follow 
at Sophia Hall. Please join us in 
celebrating the accomplishments 
of the Class of 2016!

beets from the csa 
by faith w. munson, 2006

Coaching Opportunities

We are currently looking for parents interested in 
coaching the following sports in middle school:

• 7th Co-ed Volleyball and 8th Co-ed Volleyball (Sept & Oct)

• 6th, 7th & 8th Combined Co-ed Cross Country (Sept & Oct)

• 7th Boys Basketball and 8th Boys Basketball (Nov & Dec)

• 7th Girls Basketball (Jan & Feb)

If interested, please contact Mike Carroll, Athletic Director at 
athletics@summerfieldwaldorf.org.

mailto:athletics%40summerfieldwaldorf.org?subject=
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Many of us want to create a new societal 
culture for our children in reaction to the 
materialism, superficiality, entitlement 
and selfishness we see around us today. 
The question is, “How can we bring up 
children who have integrity, deep values 
and a belief in the spiritual?” What can 
I do as a parent to help my child realize 
the ideals of caring for others, protecting 
the planet, and striving to learn and 
develop?

Rudolf Steiner had much to say about 
how we can work towards integrating 
spiritual awareness into everyday 
life. When we begin to delve into his 
complex understanding of the human as 
a spiritual being, we begin to find that 
everyday things, such as how we go to 
sleep, or how a child’s consciousness 
changes as they grow—all can become 
more comprehensible to us. With this 
deeper understanding, we can then 
creatively find practical ways to enhance 
our family life. For instance, Steiner 
described how, when we sleep, part of 
our spiritual being leaves our physical 
body—through the feet. Therefore, if a 
child’s feet are warm, this can promote 
the letting-go needed to fall asleep.

Much of the challenge of parenting 
lies in the ability to be the adult in the 
relationship! We all want to be the 
example of a high-striving human being 
for our children and those around us. 
But how can we do this in challenging 
situations? What can inspire us to 
try again and again, day after day, 
to be loving, kind and thoughtful? 
One of the ways is to deepen our 
understanding of what the human being 
is. By understanding the process of 
development from infancy to adulthood, 

we can 
build up 
a rich 
knowledge 
of each age 
and stage. 
Then our 
understand-
ing of the 
growing 

child will begin to flow into our every 
life. So when our nine-year-old begins 
to withdraw from the family and seek 
her own space, or when our toddler 
insists on doing everything himself, we 
can form a more holistic and insightful 
picture of what is really happening. 
In this way, we are able to use our 
knowledge and our ability to think and 
analyse the situation, leading to more 
empathy and less reactivity. Not all of us 
are able to find the “adult” in ourselves 
all the time; however, everyone has 
the capacity to change and transform 
themselves—even parents! 

Many situations in parenting engage 
our emotions—sometimes in a positive 
way, when we have moments when 
we are in awe of our children or feel 
our hearts full of love; and sometimes 
in a negative way when we feel angry, 
disappointed or even worried. When 
we work with our feelings, recognizing 
our sympathy and antipathy, we can 
begin sorting out what is our own 
“stuff”, what are our triggers, and what 
is essential or nonessential. Rudolf 
Steiner has a number of exercises for 
“soul hygiene” which can help us 
practice and work with our feelings. 
When we move beyond our emotional 
responses—not disregarding them 
or suppressing them—we can open 
the door to intuition, to help from the 
spiritual world, and begin to relate more 
creatively to our loved ones. Then we 
can integrate the feeling life into our 
family culture and nurture this important 
aspect of human warmth, creativity and 
the art of living.

Finally, on a practical level, we can 
transform our family culture by the 
rituals, rhythms and other practices we 
do in the home. When we work in this 
way, manifesting our intention through 
our will, our children experience our 
deeds in a way that is quite different 
to the ideals or ideas we carry. Doing 
something is different from thinking 
about it! When we engage in activity in 
an integrated, focused way, our children 
learn how to work, how to persevere 

through difficulty. Often our enthusiasm 
and engagement will draw them in to 
help — even the older “bored” 11-year-
old! For ourselves as carers, it is healing 
and often invigorating to spend time 
working with our hands doing arts and 
crafts. Having our own creations around 
the house can bring a more dynamic, 
artistic mood into the home. 

Rudolf Steiner wrote an inspiring verse 
entitled To the Evening Bell, which 
speaks of thinking, feeling and willing, 
and how working with these aspects of 
ourselves leads us to trust—not only 
trust in ourselves, but also in the world 
and the spiritual beings around us. This 
can be a source of ongoing inspiration 
for the homemaker:

To wonder at beauty,
Stand guard over truth,
Look up to the noble,
Resolve on the good;
This leads us truly
To purpose in living,
To right in our doing,
To peace in our feeling,
To light in our thinking.
And teacher us trust
In the workings of God
In all that there is
In the widths of the world,
In the depths of the soul. 

Kate Hammond is a Waldorf graduate and 
teacher of Early Childhood Spacial Dynamics. 
Her booklet Why Be Screen Free? explores some 
of the effects of electronic media on children 
and teenagers, and is available from the author 
at whybescreenfree@gmail.com. This summer 
she is running Nourishing Family Life together 
with EC Teacher and artist Margrit Haeberlin 
from Jun 27-Jul 1, as part of the Bay Area Center 
for Waldorf Teacher Training summer program, 
held at Marin Waldorf School.

Transforming Family Culture
By Kate Hammond, Parent and Adult Educator
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Summer Camp at Marigold Playgarden 
3-7 year olds are invited to join us for summer fun in Sebastopol. 
Wonderful nature crafts, organic snacks, story-time and creative play with 
a former Summerfield kindergarten teacher and helpers. Mon-Thurs, 9am-
1pm, 7 sessions offered June 20-Aug 4, $185 per 4-day session. Contact 
Jennifer Bowen, 824-9127 or jennybee@sonic.net. 

Mindfulness for Children, Teens, & Families 
Weekly classes begin in July. Monthly classes held year-round.  
Cultivate compassion, increase self-awareness, decrease stress, and 
learn to self-direct behavior. Contact Chelsea True.  707-540-1702.  
Chelsea@JoyfulMindProject.org. More info at JoyfulMindProject.org.

Services

Original Fine Art/Oil on canvas 
‘Portraits From Your Photos’ 
Turn wonderful images of your loved ones 
into a beautiful forever painting! I work 
from your good quality, high definition 
photograph using highest-grade oil paints, and creating texture with rich 
brushwork to render accurate details—get in touch with me to assess 
possible photos. Prices: (s) 12x16″ or (Sq) 12x12 (both $175); (m) 16x20 
($195). Larger sizes available—check angiegarat.com for options. Contact 
angela@summerfieldwaldorf.org or angiegaratart@gmail.com. 

Nourishing Meals for Busy Families 
Custom family meals hand-delivered to your home. All meals and kitchen 
staples are created using organic local ingredients & immune-supporting 
herbs to keep the whole family vibrant! For more info on monthly 
packages, email sarahkate@thegreatkosmickitchen.com. 

Summer is a Great Time to Enhance Music Skills and get a Head 
Start for the Next School Year!
Mr. Volonts will be available to teach violin/viola students during the 
summer months.  Rates are reasonable and flexible.  Please direct 
inquiries to Volonts4viola@gmail.com or (631) 521-3829. 

Classes/Camps

Classes at Circle of Hands
Adults’ and Children’s Weaving Classes: with Silvia 
Schroeder: Tangible Vision Weaving for adults on 
Sat. 7/23, 11am-3pm – explore how to warp & weave 
on the Vision-Loom to transform your life goals into 

multiple fibers, textures and nature items, creating a 
colorful art tapestry to take home. $68; no prior experience 

necessary. Creating String Art for children on Sat. 7/30, 10:30am-3pm 
– transform clay & string into ornaments and compasses in the joyful 
wisdom of the earth’s ‘four directions’; $48. Herbal Magician Helper 
for children on Sat. 8/6, 10:30-3pm – learn an Austrian way of crafting, 
incorporating the healing magic of herbs & flowers to make a wise & 
blissful helper who rides the broom of power & courage; $48.
All supplies are provided for these classes, and there is a half-hour lunch 
break with some snacks & drinks included. Bring a friend or sibling and 
get 10% off! Contact Circle of Hands to register, circleofhands@sonic.
net, 634-6140, circleofhandswaldorfshop.com.

Memory in Cloth - The Inventive Art of Japanese Shaped Resist
Learn and experiment with 5 shibori techniques to discover what happens 
when dye enters shaped cloth in this 2-day class in which you will also 
make a textile of your choosing, e.g. banner, scarf, table runner etc. Projects 
will then be dyed in a natural indigo fruit vat and we’ll explore this magical 
ancient dye that has the reputation of being ‘the master of the dyer’. Class 
runs June 25-26, 10-3pm each day in Sebastopol. For details and to reserve 
space, please contact Lisa Wilde 707.829.9207, lisawilde.york@gmail.com. 

Summer Sewing Camp for Kids
Join us for a fun-filled sewing camp for ages 7-12, Jun 27-30, 10am-2:30pm. 
Your child will gain skills and confidence using a sewing machine, and 
create unique projects in an engaging, supportive environment. Camp ends 
with a fashion show for family and friends! Cost: $425, incl. most supplies. 
Location: littlefour, 120 Morris St #100, Sebastopol (in the Barlow). For 
more info contact: Nicteha Cohen, 707-889-6888, bowlandspooncrafts.com, 
or Danielle Rodrigues, 707-861-9886, littlefourstore.com.

Cherry Ridge Nature Camp
There is still room in Ms. Donna’s Nature Camp for the summer for 
children ages 3-6 yrs old. One week in June and all of July. Email Donna 
for camp info: dstusser2@comcast.net.

The	  Messenger	  Marketplace	  
Services Offered/Needed 

Sidereal Astrology Birth Chart Readings 
Bring harmony and balance to your life through self-knowledge. Chart 
plus reading $150. Contact Ann Wiant-Lyon by email: 
stellaflora@mac.com, or phone: 707-486-9285 

Waldorf Mother Looking for Part-time Work 
I would love to offer my services in childcare, personal assistance, 
domestic or administrative work. Please contact me for further 
information at 415.533.3627 or drawingyouastory@gmail.com.  

Looking for Nanny 
Nanny needed to entertain my 7 month old son while I work at home 
and/or at my office on Tomales Bay. $10-15/hr, 20 hr/week to start 
with possible full-time work in the future. Call or email Emiko 
Condeso 707-364-3274, tracyemiko@gmail.com.  

Looking for Doggy Care 
Wonderful small dog looking for a part-time care-take in exhnage for 
companionship. Handsome one-year-old boy, Coton de Tulear bree, 
17lbs. Excellent disposition, loving and fairly well trained to voice 
commands.  Potty trained for a litter box. Call Lance @ 323.639.0531 

For Sale, Rent, Needed 

Czech out My Kraut!!! 
Would you like to try some delicious sauerkraut? Made with love by a 
true Bohemian! Sign up for a weekly or monthly CSK (Community 
Sponsored Kraut) Pick up here on campus. I have been making a wide 
variety of styles and also take requests. Some examples of Styles I've 
made recently: Plain Red or Green Cabbage; Dill; Garlic; Beet and 
Carrot; Kimchi with Daikon, Ginger, Carrot, and Spices; Cumin and 
Cilantro; Kosher Salt; Sea Salts and more. I currently have some 
sauerkraut made from the biodynamic cabbage I purchased from the 
Farm. It goes quickly, so call soon. The price is $9/Quart $6/Pint. I will 
take off $1 for returned jars. Coming Soon: as per the request of many 
in our community I will be hosting a SauerKraut making class. Please 
contact Sita with any questions or to sign up! 228-0118 or 
sitaprem@gmail.com (I check my email a couple times a week.) 

Winter Holiday Rental in Mount Shasta—Empty Nest, Art 
Studio Optional 
Family-friendly 2 bdrm., 1 bath furnished home, sleeps up to 6. Full 
kitchen, W/D, wireless, hot tub. Quiet neighborhood in town; walk to 
ice rink, park and library. 15 minute drive to Ski Park and Nordic 
Center. Art Studio optional: with sink, cement floor, large work table, 
heat. NO SMOKING, pet negotiable. $600/wk. (+ $50 for studio), 
Available Dec. 20-Jan. 4. For more info/photos contact: Jill Gardner 
530/926-3189, bear@finestplanet.com or Karen Cabron, 707/569-4105, 
karencabron@gmail.com. 

Quality Wind Instruments for Purchase, Rent, Rent-to-Own 
Private instruction, winds, piano, guitar. Jonathan Marmelzat, 824-1784 
or 575-7194, x324, jonathanmarmelzat@hotmail.com. 

Rick Concoff Violins 
Quality string instruments for rent or sale at below-market best prices. 
Rent to own as well. Accessories available too! Call Rick at 823-3916 
for an appointment.  

Spiral Coop, a New Food Coop Coming to West Sonoma 
County, www.Spiralfoods.coop 
Visit our virtual farmers market open now until December 20th at 
http://spiralfoods.coop/node/57. Here you can order wonderful, local 
produce and skin care products. Consider joining this local initiative by 
opening a store front, cafe, or commercial kitchen—you can have a 
share of the market for a $25 payment today, and a promise to pay a 
total of $300 in the following years after the store is open. No need to 
be a member to try the on-line purchasing program.  
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Farmer Dan available for Spring Break or Summer Projects
Do you need a chicken coop, fencing, a new or repaired deck, deck 
refinished, painting, shelving, sheet rock repairs, book cases, inside 
wall removal or added, garage shelving, etc.? Many favorable SWS 
references, child-safe and friendly, reasonable rates. Call Farmer Dan at 
707-526-3917 to inquire or schedule a visit and/or a summer work date. 

Now Accepting New Clients in Sebastopol!
Allie A. McCann, MFT, ATR-BC (mccannmft@gmail.com, 
707.219.8484). Allie is a licensed Marriage and Family Therapist and Art 
Therapist. She is a Waldorf-inspired mother of two and is sympathetic and 
supportive of Waldorf-inspired values and lifestyle choices. She supports 
children, adolescents, parents and adults, specializing in anxiety, mood, 
behavioral and relational issues, life transitions, and grief and loss. Allie has 
a holistic view of health, tending to mind, body, and spirit. She incorporates 
both art and a connection with the natural world into her healing practices. 

Singing and Piano Instruction with Mary Beard
I am an experienced teacher, a Summerfield Waldorf founding parent and 
original creator of the school’s instrument music program. My studio is 
located in Santa Rosa. Please visit my website marybeardmusicstudio.com. 
Contact me at marymezzo@sonic.net or 707-546-8782.

For Sale/Rent/Needed

Rick Concoff Violins
Quality string instruments for rent or sale at below-market best prices. 
Rent to own as well. Accessories available too! Call Rick at 477-9196 to 
find out how to get “2 months free rental” (with 10 months paid rental). 

Looking for Housing
Paulino Arteaga, father of an 8th grader who is headed to the HS, seeks  
small studio, trailer, tiny home or the like to rent ASAP, near or around 
Sebastopol, Santa Rosa area, preferably in the $800-1000 range. Please 
contact me at: Paucapoeira@gmail.com or 541-326-2183 Thank you!

Holiday House for Rent
3-bedroom furnished house available for holiday rental. Santa Rosa, 
$2,500 per month (incl. utilities), available Jun 19-Jul 31. Contact Kate 
Hammond, (707) 623-9863, 2katehammond@gmail.com.

Looking for Housing
Long-time community members Ben Mew (HS Teacher) and Chelsea 
Young (Roots & Shoots Asst.) are looking for housing starting this 
summer, ideally beginning Aug. They would love to (part-) exchange 
gardening, landscaping, animal or child care, for rent. Please contact 
them at benjamin.j.mew@gmail.com, chelsea.lynne.young@gmail.com.

Beautiful Home with Pool for Rent in Cuernavaca, Mexico
Former Summerfield family and Spanish teacher offers home for weekly, 
monthly, or year lease! 3BR, 3.5 bath home in gated community, with 
pool, sauna, stunning views, access to creek. The “City of Eternal 
Springtime” Cuernavaca lies close to cultural and tourist spots, and 
home to well-developed pre-K to 9th Waldorf school. Several SWSF 
families and faculty have stayed here. First $2,000 goes directly to tuition 
program at SWSF. See Airbnb link: www.airbnb.com/rooms/394538. 
Contact Señora Nora (even just to say Hola!) at nora@alkimia-living.com.
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the eighth grade’s production of 
romeo and juliet transformed sophia hall 

into renaissance verona, with a ‘semi’-thrust 
stage, a variety of surprising entrances, 

beautifully crafted and painted sets, 
gorgeous costumes and masks, daring 

swordfighting, ingenious lighting, and a 
cast that revelled in the joy of shakespeare’s 

language. ’twas a veritable hit!

Wm. Shakespeare'ß 
Romeo and Juliet
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Editor/Designer: 
Adam MacKinnon


